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'A Psyche Available for Product Placement': Will Self and Consumption
In 1995 Will Self wrote a video treatment for the Bristol-based triphop collective Massive Attack. In an inversion of Mary Norton's The Borrowers (1952) , which depicts the lives of tiny people who live in the walls and 'borrow' from the occupants in order to survive, Self portrays the Lenders who wear serious business suits and glasses and have 'built a network of open-plan offices behind the wainscotting' (FF 155) where they track all the things that they have 'lent' to the occupants of the house. At the start the Lenders appear, armed with clipboards and a miniature VDU, and promptly repossess a toy rabbit belonging to one of the children, which they claim was purchased using money lent by them. The father disputes this but upon discussing the matter with his bank manager learns that 'the money the bank lent was actually lent to the bank by…the Lenders' (FF 155) . Meanwhile the language of business and finance intrudes upon a conventional domestic scene. The mother is apathetic in the face of the needs of her children and learns that she has 'drawn too heavily on her stock of motherhood. She has exceeded her motherhood overdraft' (FF 156). In a grotesque scene she must suckle increasing numbers of Lenders in order to make good her debt. In despair the father asks where the Lenders obtained their capital in order to extend a line of credit to the family. The answer is a more diminutive set of Lenders who are revealed to be one link in a chain of successively smaller Lenders 'until we get to the molecular structure of Lenders, the building-blocks of the Lender cosmos' (FF 157). In The Borrowers the borrowing is actually a form of theft since the family never returns the items that are used and in a similar vein the Lenders lend money that does not actually belong to them but is drawn from their own line of credit. Despite their business apparel and mien of impartiality, the Lenders are revealed as part of an endless circuit of borrowing and lending with no base. Nevertheless the Lenders are drawn to the toy rabbit, which is alternately worshipped as an idol or redrawn at a molecular level. As a symbol of childhood innocence the rabbit directs the viewer's sympathies against the inhuman system of endless spiralling debt and towards the need for the emotional warmth that the Lenders lack.
This chapter focuses on the various ways in which Self has engaged with the theme of consumption across three seemingly non-fungible yet interlinked aspects of contemporary British society, namely food, drugs and the market economy. As demonstrated by the Lender parable, Self's engagement with consumption persistently troubles the boundary between its innocuous façade and its more pernicious effects. In the nineteenth century consumption was the colloquial term for tuberculosis because the disease was perceived as 'galloping' through its victims. Consumption today ostensibly inverts this relationship so that individuals are recast as active subjects who consume the goods and services around them, but, as Self argues, we are persistently denied the choice to not consume. Just as Self's self-conscious intermingling of the demotic with the mandarin mimics the arbitrary separation of abstract financial calculations from their real-world effects, his restaurant reviews frequently engage with mercantile discourse and surrealist conceits while his fiction persistently returns to the banal, unremarkedupon aspects of everyday life. Self repeatedly juxtaposes the discourse of consumerism with the aesthetics of drug-taking in order to suggest parallels in the manipulation of desire and addiction. This chapter explores the representation of consumer culture in Self's first novel My Idea of Fun, the novella The Sweet Smell of Psychosis, and the short stories 'Mono-Cellular' from The Quantity Theory of Insanity, 'The Rock of Crack as Big as the Ritz' and 'The Nonce Prize' from Tough, Tough Toys for Tough, Tough Boys, and 'Prometheus' from Liver. It also draws on Self's restaurant reviews in Feeding Frenzy, his discussion of drug culture in Junk Mail and his 'Real Meals' column for the New Statesman. The 'Real Meals' column was later collected into a strident critique of mass food culture under the title The Unbearable Lightness of Being a Prawn Cracker (2013) . In an inversion of the typical high-class fare of the conventional restaurant critic, in this column Self set out to record the eating habits of the vast majority of the population by recording his impressions of mass culinary practices in chain restaurants such as McDonalds, Burger King and Wetherspoons. Self's critique of consumer culture is evolving and multifaceted but consistently critical of the surfeit of consumption in the face of dwindling production.
